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Editorial 

Welcome to the Wessex Cave Club Journal 349. NOW Available in PDF Format. It will be hard to take over 
from Noel.  We owe him a great debt. Well, here goes. This is my 1st attempt at writing a Journal so if it 
doesn’t suit your needs please bear with me as I learn my trade. The Wessex Cave Club has a long history of 
digging and this journal hopefully reflects that this still continues. There are not that many caving reports so I 
would request that you send me your trip reports as this journal does not write itself. 

The Club 2nd Saturdays are proving to be extremely popular. So much so that 25 people attended in 
November and due to the adverse weather conditions only 3 people decide to enter Craig a Ffynnon with 
the rest opting for a trip to the Music Room in Agen Allwedd. A procession of 22 cavers through Agen 
Allwedd must be a sight to see but does seem to transgress unwritten rules regarding party size. Maybe it is 
time for some of the regular attendees to step up and lead some trips. Route finding can be difficult but I 
don’t believe “but it’ll take longer” is an acceptable excuse to expect to be shown the way. After all “isn’t the 
pleasure of a story finding the ending by yourself?” (Westworld) 

As I said, route finding can be difficult and despite my 30+ years of experience I have mistaken the route on 
occasion and for the full story read page 95 Tiger Tales. This is a theme I would like to continue. It would be 
good to hear about your tales of success and failures as well. 

I would also be interested to hear your reasons for going caving. Is it the excitement of finding new cave, the 
camaraderie, a shared danger, the skills required to navigate safely through a cave or just good exercise?  

RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY 
As at 4th November 2018 
 

Bristol Exploration Club ‘Belfry Bulletin’ 62, 2 (565) (Spr. 18) 
B.C.R.A. Cave and Karst Science 45, 2 (Aug-18) (Pleistocene horse from Hutton Cavern 
Review (2017) Publ. Oct 2018 
Cave Diving Group N/L 206 – 209 (Jan – Oct 2018) 
Chelsea Spelaeological Society N/L 60, 4,5,6 (Apr. – Jun. 2018),  7,8,9 (Jul. – Sep. 2018) 
C.N.C.C.  N/L 8 (Aug-18) 
Craven Pothole Club ‘Record’ 131, 132 (Jul., Oct. 2018) 
Derbyshire Caving Association Minutes of meeting 30.6.18 
Descent  263 (Aug/Sept.-18) (Hunters’ Lodge Inn Sink, Wookey Hole, Thailand  cave rescue) 
Descent  264 (Oct/Nov-18) (Thailand cave rescue) 
Mendip Caving Group ‘News’ 383 (Sep. 2018) (Welsh metal mines) 
N.S.S. ‘News’  76, 8,9, 10 (Aug-Oct.-18) 
Jnl. of Cave and Karst Studies 80, 2, 3 (Jun., Sep. -18) 
Plymouth Mineral & Mining Club Jnl. 46, 3, 47, 1,2,3, 48, 1 (Feb.-17 – Jun -18) 
Red Rose Cave & Pothole Club N/L 55, 3 (Sept. 18) 
Speleological Union of Ireland ‘Underground’ 92 (Autumn 2018) (PDF on computer as well as printed copy) 
University of Bristol Speleological Society. Proceedings. 27, 3 (Sep-18) (Picken’s Hole, Scragg’s Hole)  + Index 
Vol. 27 
White Rose Pothole Club N/L 37, 3 (Oct.18) 
Tales from Cuthbert’s (A. & A. Freem) 2018.  Film on memory stick 
Donated by Greek cavers: 
Photographs of Drama and its wonderful world (Coffee table book, Greek and  English captions) 
The History of a Cave at the Source of the Angitis (Angitis Cave) Guidebook 
Cave of the Spring of Aggitis (Angitis). 10 postcard Plaque in honour of Wessex Cave Club 
 

Committee News 
 
Barry Wilkinson has resigned as Membership Secretary. The position is now vacant. 
The funding application from Sport England’s Community Asset Fund for the Hut improvements/extension 
has been declined. Further options will now be explored. 
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Letter from the Editor - Richard M Carey 
 

 
Cueva del Colibri                     Photo Peat Bennett  
Hello, my name is Richard and I’m a caver. 
Although my first caving trip was in September 
1978 when I went with some friends to Nine 
Barrows Swallet it was not until June 1986 that 
my caving career really took off when I was re-
introduced by the Drake Fellowship and began 
caving in earnest. I did join the Wessex in 1987 
but as there only seemed to digging trips to go on 
I buddied up with Ian Williams and we went 
caving. I was a member of the Cwmbran Caving 
Club from 1987 to 1992 visiting a lot of the Welsh 
caves. I became involved in SRT in the 90s and 
even had a spell as a guide with Nigel Atkins in the 
Dales and the Peak District. I then joined the 
Mendip Caving Group in 1993 caved throughout 
the UK with them. In 2000 Tim Francis and I 
ventured to Argentina to take part in a “national 
caving conference”. However, I have seen more 
people on a members’ weekend at the Wessex.  

However, the welcome was warm, as were the 
caves and lava tubes we visited. On an excursion 
to Poti Malal near the border with Chile to visit 
Cueva de San Agustin a new cave was discovered 
and was named Cueva de la Federación as this 
was the topic of discussion for the conference. It 
needs to be noted that the majority of cavers in 
Argentina live 1,000 miles away in Buenos Aires 
and given the lack of public transport only made 
one visit a year. We decided to return the 
following year to explore and survey this new 
cave. Over the period of the next 6 years a further 
4 visits were made and we visited 32 caves of 
which 26 were previously unknown to the cavers. 
The majority of discoveries were in gypsum which 
tended to end in collapses creating impenetrable 
chokes. The longest cave we discovered was 650m 
long. Cueva de Miranda, Poti Malal. Up until this 
discovery we had only used clothes to cave in but 
as this cave was fairly immature it was going to 
require “Mendip kit” for a more comfortable 
exploration. In 2006 we also discovered Cueva de 
las Cascadas at Las Leñas, a local ski resort, 350m 
at 3,500m. I rejoined the Wessex in 2004 and was 
privileged to assist in the writing of the Swildon’s 
Book. I won the coveted Tiger award in 2005 and 
was very involved in the 50th Anniversary of the 
Short Round Trip. I look forward to receiving all 
your articles, whether they are scientific, technical 
or just your stories of adventures underground. In 
the words of our Chairman Les Williams “it’s all 
about the stories” 

 
VALE 
David 
Willis 
1953 
Photo 

from the 
Wessex 
Archive 
kindly 

provided 
by 

Maurice 
Hewins 

It is my sad duty to report the passing of David Willis aged 
87. David joined the club in 1947 and was a very active 
member during the 50s and 60s. He was involved in all 
activities, leading many trips to Swildon’s Hole and 
Eastwater Cavern especially. He was a keen digger and 
was instrumental in the excavation at Cow Hole. In August 
1962 as a member of the MRO he played a leading role in 
a rescue from Swildon’s Hole where there were two 
parties including a group of ill equipped schoolboys 
trapped beyond 40’ which had become impassable due to 
very high water conditions. Once the flood had abated a 
little David was lowered down the 40’ in a modified 
Bosun’s chair finding part of the group at Tratman’s 
Temple and the rest at the Double Pots. He married 
Brenda Gilchrist in 1952. Brenda’s Chamber in Hillier’s 
Cave is named after her. For a full account of the rescue 
please refer to Journal 78 Vol 6 Pages 173- 184. 
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Second Saturday Trips 
 
January 12th – Manor Farm Swallet. 
 
Duration – 3 – 4 hours. 
Location – Meet at Upper Pitts at 10:00. 
Manor Farm is a sporting cave with some pretty 
passageways, challenging climbs and some 
interesting wildlife in its deepest sections.  The 
cave will be quiet damp in January but doesn’t 
warrant a wet suit (although younger members 
may benefits from wearing one).  The aim of the 
trip will be to get to the end of NHASA Gallery and 
explore beyond if time permits. 

No special equipment is required, although a 
belay belt is recommended for the entrance 
ladder pitch. A goodwill fee is payable to the 
landowner (£2 per person). 
 

February 9th – Eastwater – Twin 
Verticals / Dolphin Pot Exchange. 
 
Duration – 3 – 4 hours. 
Location – Meet at Upper Pitts at 10:00. 
This trip will be the traditional trip to the 13 pots 
with an exchange between the Twin Vertical and 
Dolphin Pot routes. If enough people attend then 
we will split into four teams, two rigging teams 
and two derigging teams. 

No special equipment is required, although a 
belay belt is recommended for the ladder pitches. 
A goodwill fee is payable to the landowner (£1 per 
person). 
 

March 9th – Burrington Combe 
including Lionel’s Hole. 
 
Duration – 2 – 3 hours. 
Location – Meet at Upper Pitts at 10:00. 
Lionel’s is a complex and sporting cave in 
Burrington Combe.  The aim of the trip will be to 
complete the classic round trip. This has a good 
mix of ducks, squeezes and climbs with the 
opportunity to stand up in a few places! 
 
No special equipment is required, although a 
sense of humour is recommended. 

 
 

April 13th – Swildon’s Black Hole 
Series. 
 
Duration – 3 – 4 hours. 
Location – Meet at Upper Pitts at 10:00. 
This trip will be led by John Cooper and will have 
the aim to cross over the Black Hole and visit the 
passages beyond.  Please note that the Black Hole 
series lies beyond Sump 1 and thus passing the 
sump will be necessary. 

No special equipment is required, although a 
belay belt is recommended for the ladder pitches 
and perhaps a wetsuit hood for passing the sump. 
A goodwill fee is payable to the landowner (£1 per 
person). 

May 11th – Rescue Practice. 
 
Duration – 3 – 4 hours. 
Location – Meet at Upper Pitts at 10:00. 
Details of the location and nature of the training 
will be available closer to the date of the event.  
Please try to attend this training as you will 
certainly learn something, even if it is only how 
difficult it is to rescue someone from a cave! 

 

June 8th– Portland. 
 
Duration – All day Saturday and Sunday optional. 
Location – Meet at Upper Pitts at 09:00am for car 
sharing or rendezvous there (location to be 
confirmed). 
This will be an all-day event on the Isle of 
Portland. Several local Wessex members will be 
on hand to show us around the fascinating caves 
under the island. Weather permitting we will also 
arrange a beach BBQ.  Accommodation is 
available locally (The Portland Bunkhouse 
www.portlandbunkhouse.com) for those who 
want to stay over and continue the fun on the 
Sunday. 

No special equipment is required. The caves are 
mostly dry. SRT kit is recommended if intended to 
visit caves in the cliff faces (such as Blacknor). 

 
 
 
 

http://www.portlandbunkhouse.com/
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July 13th – Craig a Ffynnon. 
 
Duration – 3 – 4 hours (plus travel time). 
Location – Meet at Upper Pitts at 09:00. 
This will be a trip to Craig-a-Ffynnon in South 
Wales.  The aim will be to get to the Hall of the 
Mountain King and possibly onward to Helictite 
passage (time permitting). The cave does start off 
a little wet but is dry after the entrance series is 
negotiated.  The cave consists mostly of large 
chambers and big-bore passages separated by 
boulder chokes.  It is very pretty in parts. 

No special equipment is required, although a 
belay belt is recommended for the second 
boulder choke climb.  If travelling beyond the Hall 
of the Mountain King then good knee pads are 
also recommended.  It takes about an hour and 
half to get to the cave by car and we will arrange 
car sharing on the morning.  Please be at Upper 
Pitts promptly at 9:00. 
If you would like to attend any of these events 
then please let me know. 

 (wayne@cuckoocleeves.uk) so we have an idea of 
numbers.  

Also please let me know if you would like to help lead any of the above trips or have any suggestions for 
future trips.  

Cantabria 2019 News 

Planning for the club trip to Cantabria in 2019 is 
progressing well. So far 44 kit deposits have been 
received and a more are expected in the coming 
months.  As such there will be some 40 to 50 of us 
going on the trip.  Both the Hotels we have lined up 
are now full and thus some people will have to camp.  

The first training event (SRT beginners and refresher) 
was held in November and followed by a long 
distance training walk at the start of December.  The 
intention is to hold a training event on the 1st 
Saturday of each month in preparation for the trip. 
We will email everyone in advance to let them know 
what is planned. Please do try to attend as many of 
these as possible.  They will help to improve your 
fitness and are a great opportunity to meet other 
people who are going on the trip.  

Cantabria 2019 Training 

Derbyshire - Titan - March 22nd to 24th 
We have booked accommodation at the Orpheus 
Caving Club in Derbyshire.  The main focus of this 
training will be a descent (and perhaps ascent for 
those who are really keen) of Titan.  This will provide 
a great opportunity to brush up on your SRT skills 
and get use to 100m plus pitches. 
 

Yorkshire – May 24th to 27th 
We have booked beds at the YSS for the late May 
Bank Holiday.  This will be a busy weekend of caving 
and walking.  Classic caving trips to Gaping Gill, Alum 
Pot and Swinsto are planned, along with the 
opportunity to attempt the Yorkshire 3 Peaks walk. 

 
If you would like to attend any of these training events please email Wayne wayne@cuckoocleeves.uk  
or Bean markeasterling7871@gmail.com.
  

The Mendip Cave Registry Archive - Maurice Hewins 

The Mendip Cave Registry Archive YouTube 
Channel was set up about 18 months ago to 
enable viewers to see the collection of early 
caving films collected by the Wells Museum/ 
U.B.S.S cave cine archive. D.V.D copies are kept 
with Wells Museum, U.B.S.S. and B.C.R.A. 
Recently Jonathan Williams has up-loaded 7 more 
films, bringing the total up to 67. These latest 
films include Phil Hendy's super 8 epic of the ill-
fated Wessex trip to Spain in 1975 and John 

Hooper's Smugglers Hole, Devon, 1959. For newer 
members, John was Ali Moody's dad. His 
pioneering bat films are already on the site, along 
with Edgar Tratman's pre-war films taken in 
Burrington and Lamb Lair using Tilly lamps. Most 
of these films were saved over 15 years ago. Since 
then time has rolled on and material shot in more 
recent years can be classed as historic. If any 
members have footage that they consider to be 
worth preserving, please let me know. 

mailto:wayne@cuckoocleeves.uk
mailto:wayne@cuckoocleeves.uk
mailto:markeasterling7871@gmail.com
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The Wessex Challenge 2018 – Wayne Starsmore  
                                                                                                                                                                         
 

Winning Team 
of the Wessex 

Challenge 
2018. (Photo 
Ali Moody)  

 
Mike 
Kousiounis, 
Lee Venning, 
Kev Hilton   
Rob Thomas  
D Morris & 
Elaine Olivier 
(Kneeling) 

 

 

 

 

 

The BEC kindly hosted the Wessex Challenge for 
2018.  A devious and very muddy course was laid 
out around the Belfry car park and across the St 
Cuthbert’s Mineries.  Mike Kushy took up the 
challenge to assemble a Wessex team and fettled 
the old Wessex chariot.  The morning of the event 
saw the crack team assembled.  Following the 
“Water” theme, the team were bedecked with 
Pirate outfits and Jolly Roger’s affixed to the 
chariot. Our honourable chairman provided a 
motivational address before the team departed. 

 “Do your best but whatever happens don’t win! 
We don’t want to have to host it next year.”  

The atmosphere was tense as the various teams 
were positioned at the start line, each team 
carefully eyeing up the opposition. Looking for 
weaknesses in their opponent’s stamina and 
resolve.  Bab’s raised the flag, gave the 
countdown and waved the teams into action. The 
first section of the obstacle course was just for the 
chariot riders and under a hail of water bombs 
they set to their task. Kev, the Wessex rider, stuck 
to team orders and politely allowed the other 
riders to go first. Over and under cargo nets,  

crawling along the muddy stream bed and a sprint 
over the style to join the chariots waiting in the 
lane.  All was going to plan with the Wessex in a 
firm last place, trailing significantly behind the 
other teams. The riders mounted their various 
chariots and the procession headed off across the 
Mineries to arrive at the Mineries pool. The next 
task was to retrieve items placed in the pool.  
Robert volunteered / was volunteered as he is an 
experienced diver but more over was the 
youngest and by far the keenest and easiest 
persuaded.  Items retrieved, the chariots had 
simply to complete a sprint back to the Belfry. It 
was here that things went woefully wrong. A 
sudden and unexpected competitive rage 
descended upon the Wessex team. Taking no 
prisoners and offering no quarter the team 
decimated the opposition and romped home to a 
resounding victory. The victorious team was 
heartedly congratulated by our august chairman 
“What part of don’t win did you not 
understand!” Much beer was then consumed.  
The party at the Belfry continued until the 
following morning with commensurate nakedness 
and bawdy behaviour. 
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Aggitis River Cave - Noel Cleave 
Wessex Expedition 2018 

Photos Dave Watts 
 The UK team were;  Malcolm & Rita Foyle, Kevin Gannon, David Milner, Jason Mallinson, Martin & Martell 
Baines, Noel Cleave, Mark & Jacob Easterling, Wayne Starsmore, Mike Kousiounis, Mike & Robert Thomas, 
Claire Cohen, David Watts, Craig Holdstock, Kevin Hilton, Pete Hann and Monica Bollani. 

This year the weather was perfect with only one 
day threatened by thunder. Although people 
arrived and departed on various dates a total of 
20 UK cavers and Greek cavers from the Hellenic 
Speleological and Exploration Club participated. 
Accommodation was split between the disused 
school at Aggittis village and camping on the 
riverside meadow below the cave café, with Noel 
and Basher further away in rented 
accommodation. For the first week we ate most of 
our evening meals as a mob in Maria’s café by the 
school, where meals were delicious, portions 
enormous, superb value...... and somewhat  
rowdy.  Beer and wine, like the food, were cheap. 
This was when heroics were relived (and 
invented) stories made taller, characters 
assassinated  and plans laid for the morrow. There 
was little pressure for crack-of-dawn starts so on 
most days there was a rendezvous at the school at 
about 0930 where plans could be discussed and 
people volunteered to carry loads for the divers.  

We generally got underground between 10.00 
and mid-day. Getting underground was a cool 
relief with temperatures up to +34 during our 
stay, and even the short walk from changing by 
our cars to the cave entrance being warm, to put 
it mildly. There was a massive photographic 
programme, with Pete, Basher, Craig and Dave 
Watts all shooting with some impressively high-
tech equipment. The sheer size of the passages 
and chambers meant that for some shots Pete 
had to revert to open shutter and the traditional 
illuminating atom bomb flashbulbs. Such big 
distances reveal that caving in the Maaras river is 
somewhat different from all other caving! Kevin 
Hilton touched on the subject in Journal 334, and 
again in this journal, the photographs have to do 
the talking, but it now seems worth adding a brief 
description of the underground river. The 
intention is to inform, and not to incite murderous 
jealousy! 
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It  starts with half a kilometre of show cave, and is 
markedly different from the upstream passage, in 
that the ceiling is mostly low and although 
virtually every square metre is calcited, the 
formations are heavy, solid and massive rather 
than delicate. They are also mostly brown (On  
Monday, 27 August, Pete and Basher spent a 
morning photographing the show cave.). At the 
end you step down off the catwalk and 
immediately encounter three metres or so of low, 
splashy bits of kneeling and crawling over rocks. 
This can sump in high water, and is shown as  
siphon 2 on the  survey. The roof soon rises to its 
characteristic height.... something over 10 
metres... and the visual goodies up there kick in. 
There is a large and active bat population, but 
since the river flows wall-to-wall, it is guano-free 
underfoot. This first 300 metres or so of river is 
wading and short of sandbanks, and ends with a 
blasted tunnel which constitutes Siphon 3. This 
has a hand-rope through it and although waist 

deep with a fierce current, is no real obstacle. 
Beyond it the passage becomes typically Maaras. 
The river winds between and around sandbanks 
which provide easy walking.  With the shallows 
and sandbanks on the insides of the bends, one 
often walks fairly straight upstream while the 
overall passage meanders. Water levels were very 
low for our visit, and wading across the river was 
rarely more than thigh deep. Underfoot was firm 

gravel and fine grit, so the going was easy and not 
really treacherous. One learns to read the ripples 
showing the shallowest walking. One could, and 
believe me I did, spend a lot of time walking and 
gazing upwards in awe and not looking where I 
was putting my feet. A couple of hundred metres 
after Siphon 3 there is a vast enlargement 
chamber with mountainous calcite columns, 
called the Acropolis, the scene  of much 
photography and the target for a number of 
“Adventure Tourist” type of caving visits. It is just 
possible, by walking determinedly and blindly  
head down, to miss this monstrosity of a place 
and later Kevin Gannon and Dave Milner achieved 
exactly this feat. After the Acropolis the passage 
settles into the high, encrusted ceiling, meander 
shown in all the photographs. It shuts down into 
the Siphon 4 obstacle some 2.5 k from the 
entrance. Siphon 4 is a genuine obstacle, which 
sumps in higher water than we encountered.  
There is a hand line through it, the inevitable 

fierce current and a zig-Zag archway for a couple 
of metres. There is also a howling draught and any 
splashing results in a spray shower. For us, there 
was airspace from the neck up. Beyond, an 
enlargement chamber with some fine columns 
soon gives way to the normal river passage and 
sandbank-to-sandbank walking. At 3.5 kms in 
there is a hidden tributary river sump entering 
invisibly on the (true) right of the passage. 
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Opposite it, conveniently, there is a large raised 
sandbank and some (rare) stalagmite on which kit 
can be hung. This is the dive base for the 3.5 km 
sump, and was where Jason organised and 
assembled his diving kit. A hundred metres or so 
further there is a glorious arch framing a more 
beautiful version of the Acropolis, all pure white 
columns and encrustations. And so it goes on until 
4 kms in where the ceiling becomes lower and 

dramatically striated and eventually Siphon 5,  5 
or 6 metres of wide but low crawl. With ample 
airspace for this visit it was easily passable and 
beyond the passage resumes its Maaras 
proportions and decorations. At 5 kms in yet 
another humongous passage enlargement 
displays two gigantic stal bosses and yet more 
glorious decoration. Noel. 

Digging News 
J Rat Digging Award – Phil Hendy 

It is ten years since the sad demise of Tony Jarratt, 
and the tenth award evening held in his memory 
was held at the Hunters’ Lodge on November 24th.  
Estelle Sandford contacted as many digging teams 
as she could, to estimate how much new cave 
passage has been found since the award scheme 
started. It appears that nearly 16,000 metres of 
passage have been found in the last ten years, 
mostly in Charterhouse Cave and Reservoir Hole.   

Last year the award went north, to Scotland, 
thanks to efforts by members of the Grampian 
Speleological Group, and the Scots took it again, 
with 151 metres found after only three minutes 
digging to find a new cave, Uamn Nan Clachan 
Dubhan, the Cave of the Black Stones.  Iain Greig 
and Neale Menzies of the Grampian were here to 

receive the award, and then Iain described the 
discovery. During the last summer, Iain and Neale 
looked at an overgrown depression close to Coral 
Cave, discovered some years ago by Tony.  After 
clearing back the nettles, they found that, 
probably due to drought, the floor of the 
depression had collapsed, to reveal a small hole.  
This was quickly enlarged, and the cavers entered 
a flat-out crawl, which led to a chamber. To the 
right, a five metre drop led to a lower stream 

passage, with large bands of 
chert in the limestone.  They 
also found a small white eel, 
which had obviously been 
underground for some 
while.  This part of the cave 
ends in a canal, and the roof 
drops to water level.  
However, it may be possible 
to get further by excavating 
a gravel-choked oxbow.  
This part of Scotland is quite 
remote, so further 
investigation will have to 
wait until next year. 

The runner-up to Uamn Nan 
Clachan Dubhan was 
Mendip’s Hallowe’en Rift, 
where this summer after 
many years effort in low 
mud-filled passages, the 
diggers found and 

descended a 20 metre rift, to make 141 metres 
found this year.  This part of the cave is littered 
with broken calcite formations, but much of it is 
still in place, which would not have happened had 
the damage been caused by an earthquake.  It 
now appears that during the Pleistocene glacials, 
the permafrost penetrated deep underground.  
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The growing mass of ice broke the calcite around 
it, but often only displaced it, rather than causing 
it to fall.  This phenomenon has only recently been 
recognised, but is seen to occur in nearby Wookey 
Hole Cave, as well as Gully Cave in Ebbor Gorge.  
More research, involving other caves, is clearly 
required. 

In third place came Vurley Swallet with 90 metres.  
Much of this is due to the discovery, after finally 
leaving loose rock behind to enter solid limestone, 
of four pitches, of 11, 6, 6 and 20 metres.  High 
carbon dioxide levels have prevented further work 
during the summer, but there are a couple of 
promising leads – and a potential depth of 80 
metres. Alan Gray described the results of further 
work this year in Bleadon Cavern and Hutton 
Cavern at Canada Combe near Weston-Super-
Mare. Bleadon Cavern was discovered by ochre 
miners in 1756, and found to contain the bones of 
prehistoric animals.  It was then lost until William 
Beard re-discovered it in 1833.  Beard surveyed 
the cave, which largely agrees with the modern 
survey, apart from a large passage near the 
entrance, heading south (and off the survey 
sheet).  Efforts will be made to find this passage, 

once the cave is re-opened in the Spring, after the 
bat-roosting season.  Cryogenic calcite, formed by 
the influence of Pleistocene ice, has been found 
here.  Intriguingly, the diggers have discovered a 
rabbit skeleton, with a flat snail shell in the eye 
socket, and covered with snail eggs. 

The Isle of Portland is not within the Mendip area, 
although rescues from its caves are the 
responsibility of Mendip Cave Rescue. The 
peninsula has around forty caves, mainly tight rifts 
or crawls, and Tim Rose described some recent 
developments.  He and others are attempting to 
update the ‘Caves of Portland guide, which we 
published in 1996 and is now hopelessly out of 
date. Hopeless Hole has been extended by 5 
metres, then a 15 metre rift was climbed to 
connect with another cave, Steve’s Endeavour 
Rift.  Wellington Cave, in the cliffs just above high 
tide level, was found and entered this summer, 
162 metres long, but ends in a tidal pool.  Other 
caves have revealed some new passage, and other 
‘lost’ caves have been re-opened. The intention is 
to re-open all caves which for various reasons 
have been lost. (Thanks to Estelle)  

STATISTICS 

 
Mendip Scotland 

Total 
Passage 
Length 13,528m (84%) 2,639m (16%) 

 
    Number of 

Dig Sites 87 (65%) 46 (35%) 
 

TOP 10 SITES 

 Charterhouse Cave 3900m 

Reservoir Hole 1398m 

Home Close Hole / Wigmore Swallet            685m 

Poll Breugar / Flood Cave (Ross shire)          598m 

Pierre’s Pot 500m 

Withybrook Slocker 475m 

Upper Canada Cave 400m 

Pearl Mine 307m 

Upper Flood Swallet 300m 

Cutler’s Green Sinkhole 280m 
 

 

Fairy Quarry - Nick Chipchase 

We seem to have become a bit of a backwater 
over at Fairy Cave Quarry. I had a Withyhill trip in 
November and according to the log the trip before 
that was way back in July. All very odd considering 
that we have the most uniquely beautiful caves on 
Mendip  The Management Committee has now 
changed with the arrival of Dave King to 
accompany Brian Prewer and Martin Grass. Trips 
have to go through Martin to avoid duplication 
but your own club wardens can arrange that. You 
may well have seen the Freem's Cuthbert’s film. 

Well they will be filming at the quarry in mid-
January over three days hopefully to make an epic 
with some of us older folks tagging along. Shatter 
Cave reaches the 50th anniversary of its discovery 
on 8th April. (Shall we have a party?). More about 
that in a later journal. Visitors may not realise that 
the present Shatter Cave entrance is not an 
original route. The main passage goes through WL 
Cave and originated below stal banks in Balch 
Cave. Brian Prewer doubts that WL and Shatter 
would have been found if that part of Balch was 
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not quarried away. Always was win some lose 
some at Fairy Cave Quarry. In recent years little in 
the way of digging has taken place. Gonzo was 
working a high level tube in WL and others were 
digging in the lower section of the remaining part 
of Balch. Both digs now look to have been 
abandoned. The last major find was Viagra Rift 
just inside Shatter entrance which drops down to 
the active stream level. Little has been 
accomplished in the stream way though probably 
the lower part connects with Conning Tower Cave. 
Upstream seems to run under the end of Erratic 
Rift where the stream can be heard. A couple of 
years ago I did some smoke testing with Nigel Cox 
and opened a dig running parallel with Priceless 
Grotto.( North Choke ).This became too 
dangerous without shoring and we gave up when 
a large boulder collapsed nearly squashing Nigel 
who was saved by the drill. I have no doubt that 
this route leads somewhere into Shatter Cave I 
doubt many realise that once you enter Pearl 
Chamber you are actually in Shatter Cave and the 
tight rifts before that are capture routes into 
Withyhill. Only here will you see the cryogenic stal 

so abundant in Shatter Cave and The Frozen Deep. 
Jonathan's (named after my son) is a continuation 
of the Shatter route until eventually this closes 
down at North Choke. There are some fine stream 
sediments beyond Jonathan’s. The final un-named 
large chamber beyond Jonathan's has some 
interesting features and seems to differ from 
anywhere else in the systems. The likelihood is 
that it lies very close to the Withybrook Fault. 

A few years ago there was a major flood in 
Withyhill so I went up to the terminal stream way 
choke to check it out. I had not been there for 
decades and very much doubt that I will again. A 
can of WD40 had washed through from 
Withybrook Slocker and there was new evidence 
of bat guano in the area. Sadly some now on The 
Icing Flakes. I just made it through the squeeze 
there whilst Chris Milne gave it a miss and waited 
my return. The 1st boulder choke was horrible. I 
did get my first chance to photograph the 
chamber at the very end where a collapse nearly 
broke my leg so many years ago. Clearly there is a 
bat route connecting Withybrook and Withyhill. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Longwood Valley Sink - Ali Moody 
 

This dig in Longwood Valley is important in that it 
helps stop Cheddar Gorge from flooding when the 
existing sinks in Longwood Valley are 
overwhelmed in heavy rain.  Digging is progressing 
on two fronts.  Triassic Tunnel, which is following 
a high level immature stream way, is being 
periodically worked with steady, but slow 
advancements being made.  In addition, the 
boulder choke, Tickle Choke, halfway down the 
entrance rift has seen much work to stabilise it 
and allow access to a draughting rift heading into 
the hillside.   
 

Bagpit – Ali Moody 
  
 Bagpit is a new dig, started in June 2018, near the 
glider centre above Draycott.  The site is in a large 
closed depression that presented several 
potential entrances along the line of a rocky bluff. 
This site has not been dug previously and after a 
few months of work over 40m of progress has 
been made in one of these options.  Hopefully 
more details on the finds and prospects for future 
discoveries will be become available. Please note 
that there are no rights of way across this land, 

the cave is gated and access to the site MUST be 
arranged through the digging team. 
 

Viaduct Sink – Geoff Newton 

This stream cave was reopened by ATLAS at the 
beginning of October 2018, having been closed for 
many years. The cave was opened and explored 
thoroughly, mostly during the 1970’s by ATLAS. 
Stacking was and is a problem for diggers in this 
cave. Some passages were backfilled in the search 
for the way on. The cave is relatively complex for 
its short length, and it has a number of 
streamways all of which become too tight. ATLAS 
gave up digging the bottom of the cave, a too 
tight streamway in the 1970’s. I was approached 
by Rich Witcombe, to see if I and Mike Kushy 
would be interested in taking this on, with the 
benefit of modern technology, i.e. cordless 
hammer drills, and I suspect because most of the 
current ATLAS diggers no longer fancy getting 
cold, wet and muddy. Unfortunately, ATLAS 
backfilled the streamway in the process of digging 
open another passage. Three and a bit digging 
sessions have cleared the back-fill and as there is 
a reasonable amount of stacking space left, we 
will soon start the process of enlarging the 
downstream passage. 
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Snake Pit Hole – Geoff Newton 

This short cave near Waldegrave Pond is mostly 
formed in dolomitic conglomerate and was dug 
into by MNRC in the late 1970’s although it had 
been entered previously by miners. The cave was 
closed in 1979, but it was reopened from a new 
more stable entrance created and gated by the 
BEC in 1995. They extended and deepened the 
cave but abandoned digging when more 
promising digs in the area came to light and I 
suspect also due to discomfort and logistical 
problems. In June this year I started a dig at a 
different location in the cave, close to the 
entrance. Digging down through boulders soon 
gained what first appeared to be an open passage, 
but this was later revealed to be the top of an 
irregular vertical rift choked with mud and 
boulders. We are going more or less straight 
down. The cave is situated only 20-30m from a 
swallet the opposite side of the road, which if it 
maintains its direction should eventually intersect 
the rift. The digging is easy but has become 
grossly muddy. Progress, when we can get 
together a full team of 3 or more people, is good, 
but although many people have helped, the usual 
available time slot of Sunday morning makes this 
sometimes difficult to arrange.  

Eighteen Acre - Jonathan Williams 

The Eighteen Acre dig is in depression in the field 
opposite the garage on the road between Priddy 
and The Hunters.  It is dug by a Wessex team on a 
Sunday night (and sometimes Thursdays if there is 
enough work to do).  The dig is primarily vertical, 
descending down through boulders and has a 
strategic position above St Cuthbert’s.  A year ago 
the team discovered a chamber / void in the 
boulders (Jerico) with a clean washed pot at the 
far side.  Unfortunately the entrance collapsed 
before the team returned a week later. Most of 
2018 was spent following an immature stream 
passage that it was hoped would turn left and 
lead to the top of the clean washed pot in Jerico.  
The stream had other ideas and after some 5 
metres of progress it seemed to heading up to the 
right!  This called for a change of plan. A new and 
higher entrance has been chemically engineered 
into Jerico, going over the top of the original and 
miserable “Chocolate Hot Tub” entrance. Jerico 
seems to have been modifying itself since it was 
last seen and the both the ceiling and floor appear 
to be higher.  The clean washed pot and possible 

solid wall are still there at the far side of the 
chamber. Work is now underway to build a safe 
working environment and stabilise as much of the 
chamber as needed to reach the pot. For more 
information see the Eighteen Acre digging blog at 
www.eighteenacredig.blogspot.com. 

Spider Hole – Adrian Vanderplank 

Spider Hole is located on the south side of 
Cheddar Gorge and is strategically located 
between Reservoir Hole and Vurley Swallet.  It is 
dug on Monday night by a Wessex team. The past 
year has seen three or four metres of vertical 
progress in the final shaft, taking the cave’s 
vertical range to the 100m mark. The base of the 
shaft has broken out into a horizontal 
development which is currently some 6m long.  
This appears to be formed by an undercut in the 
right-hand wall of the slip rift that dominates the 
whole cave. The team is steadily progressing along 
this feature. The way on appears to be blocked by 
a large boulder wedged in the undercut with 
tantalising black spaces visible above and below it. 
Unfortunately the roof immediately before this 
boulder will require some work before the 
boulder can be safely approached and properly 
inspected. To aid access to the lower reaches of 
the cave the first ladder, at the top of Hazelnut 
Rift, has been replaced by Via Ferrata staples.  The 
length of the final ladder on Hazelnut Rift is also in 
the process of being shortened by building up a 
platform below it (the Spiral Staircase) 

Dave Mitchell’s Dig - Pete Hann 

The dig is at Warren Farm, positioned on the high 
ground south east of Velvet Bottom. The entrance 
is in a large closed depression in the next field 
from Warren Farm Swallet. The dig is primarily a 
vertical descent through a cemented boulder 
choke with no solid wall for approximately 35m 
depth. Steady downward progress has been made 
over the last 3 ½ years with all the spoil being 
dragged to the surface and the boulders being 
neatly cemented in place. The cave has always 
draughted, spurring the diggers onward. In recent 
weeks  it has looked more interesting with 
boulders enlarging with more gaps and in places 
clean washed. The current dig face has gaps 
dropping down approximately 2m. As gravel is 
removed then more options seem to be 
presenting themselves. Much to the concern of 
the person removing the gravel. 

http://www.eighteenacredig.blogspot.com/
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Vurley Swallet Part One 

Nick Chipchase  

Late summer of 2014 saw “The Tuesday Diggers” 
working ever upwards in “Skyfall” in Reservoir 
Hole. In November I suffered a broken arm there 
and that was me out of caving for a few months. 
The Reservoir digs at Magic Smoke, Skyfall and 
Jill’s Slither were looking like a long prospect so it 
was decided that we should look for a surface dig 
for summer 2015. 

Pete Rose and I visited Middledown over winter 
and were impressed with the shake holes there. 
One site in particular looked good as it had a hut 
and signs of recent collapse. The team came up 
and had a look and early in March 2015 Nigel Cox 
and Martin Grass overflew the area with drones. It 
was quickly realised that there were other parties 
interested in the site. Luke Devenish had 
excavated a deep shake hole near the drove 
which was plagued by collapse in the deep loess 
(1949). Stuart McManus (Mac) first mooted the 
dig site in 2009/10 with Rob Harper, They 
obtained permission from the then landowner 
David Brice but due to various issues, both were 
kept out of the loop for a while. In the meantime, 
Mark Helmore, John Biffen, Mark Kellaway, 
Darren Chapman and Aidan Harrison had also 
shown, independently, an interest in the site and 
had also obtained permission from the Landowner 
and had started to dig the collapse on the site. 
Early on two WCC members were involved 
"Tommo" Thomas and Barry Wilkinson. All those 
interested met and we combined to form “The 
Vurley Mining Company” as clearly digging would 
involve considerable expense. The necessary 
permissions were handled by those in the team 
who were experienced in such things (Martin, 
Mac and Kate Lawrence). So in spring 2015 a very 
large excavator appeared on site. Seven metres of 
loess were removed to boulder bedrock. 
Eventually a tiny draughting hole appeared and 
excavation was halted. Close by were some very 
large concrete pipes which were placed in 
position over the tiny hole. Everything was left 
tidy by the end of the third day ready for us to 
continue work at the pipe-base.  

Vurley is an occasional active swallet fed by an 
overflow (now piped) from a nearby pond. The 
pond looks to be artificial as there are several dew 
ponds up on the plateau. Collapses had occurred 

at Vurley over many years and were filled in by 
the farmer. From a geological point of view Vurley 
is interesting and it is possible that the resulting 
cave is unique on Mendip. Ford and Stanton 
(1968) identified some nineteen closed karst 
basins on the Mendip plateau. Vurley lies in the 
western most depression in a line stretching back 
from Cheddar almost to Wookey. Stanton 
identified eleven more closed depressions 
"upstream" of Vurley so the optimistic view is that 
Vurley may intercept drainage from those at 
depth. (Though Brimble Pit has been traced to 
Rodney Stoke) These are aligned along The South 
West Overthrust where strata has been 
compressed and pushed up as a wedge disrupting 
the lithology. Major faults are aligned along the 
overthrust and one appears to run below the 
Vurley entrance. The Vurley closed basin is closest 
to Cheddar Gorge and about a kilometre in 
diameter. A low col notch lies to the west giving 
access to a dry valley in the escarpment. Possibly 
some 30,000 years ago the basin contained a 
glacial lake supported by permafrost and the lake 
overflowed through the low col to run into the 
valley below. Like Spider Hole there may be 
passages at depth related to phreatic base levels 
identified in Reservoir Hole and the relict risings 
above Goughs Cave. (Great Oones Hole). Farrant 
has identified several base levels in Reservoir Hole 
(UBSS Procs. 2016). These are identified at 
160m,120-25m,100m and 55 - 60m OD with the 
current base level at c 26m. One of the most 
important levels is at 100m OD where 
development of High Country took place long 
before Cheddar Gorge reached that level. It has 
been assumed that High Country is indeed the 
relict Master Cave taking all of the catchment 
drainage. Though still unsurveyed and properly 
explored Vurley is now close to 150m deep ending 
some 60m above current base level. Clearly 
phreatic loops can be intersected at various 
depths but there seems to be evidence that the 
bottom of Vurley has reached a phreatic zone 
with large scalloping indicating slow water flow. 
At some point the cave would have to leave the 
influence of the overthrust to travel along strike if 
it is to reach the risings at Cheddar. This 
development runs contrary to most Mendip caves 
which follow dip to enter the phreatic zone early 
on and become successive deep phreatic loops 
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with water movement influenced by hydraulic 
gradient. Now whether that means more open 
passage exists beyond Vurley is an optimistic 
view. 

During warmer spells water in the basin drained 
to a central point. Some 18,000 to 13,000 years 
ago, during the last glacial era, loess blew in and 
settled in the basin as sediment seven metres 
thick. This effectively sealed the cave and all 
subsequent drainage seems to have percolated 
through the loess to drain into cavities below. 
These cavities formed in the disrupted strata of 
The South West Overthrust. Digging has shown 
that the cave we have today begins at a depth of 
seven to ten metres and then drops steadily in 
fractured bedding and boulders until more solid 
limestone is met at a depth of sixty metres. By 
mid May 2015 we had made two metres of 
downward progress below the seven metres of 
the pipe. Most of the sediments in Vurley look to 
be transported loess though areas of gravel and 
boulder matrix exist. These are particularly visible 
in the entrance area and in some respects help 
the present cave have structure as they are less 
prone to washout.  

 Our entrance pipe has now provided easy access 
for flood water and work is going ahead to 
reinforce the areas under the pipe. Perched 
boulders within the cave suggest that washout 
has been occurring over many years and we were 
surprised at how much water the swallet took in 
times of flood. We have had several such events 
in the last three years. At first glance the first 
100m of Vurley looks to be quite modern in cave 
development terms. There are hardly any 
formations in the cave. Just a few in the entrance 
area. However at depth we have encountered 

large blocks of flowstone interspersed with the 
boulder fill suggesting a sequential development. 
The pitch areas are quite large. The eleven metre 
pitch is aligned on a fault and the area exhibits 
steeply descending small vadose trenches where 
the current stream runs. Most of the 
enlargements of the pitches are the result of 
aggressive drip. In fact the eleven metre pitch and 
chamber below are very wet over winter whilst 
remaining dry in summer. Clearly a lot more work 
needs to be done to evaluate the cave's 
development and importance within the Cheddar 
catchment. The survey is, as yet incomplete and 
we have not even decided on a name for many of 
the features. The loess sediment deposit was 
fairly consistent until a depth of six metres. Here 
was a band of angular rocks forty centimetres 
thick, possibly a result of frost fracturing. Only two 
tiny bone deposits have been discovered. The first 
were found at fifteen metres depth and 
appeared to be of deer or larger animal. The 
second deposit was in clay matrix at thirty five 
metres depth and looked to be from a bird. The 
current cave seems to be undergoing an 
enlargement process with sediments being 
washed away. Now that there is an open access 
via the pipes this process will continue. The cave 
"terminates" at a short drop into a muddy 
chamber where the stream can be seen. This area 
has not been entered due to the current high 
CO2. At another point a large boulder might be 
blocking access to a further route down. The final 
three pitches all seem to relate to the same 
structure whether that is a fault or bedding is as 
yet unclear. Excavations continued over the 
summer months of 2015. In mid-July a rift in the 
floor appeared but it was only twenty five 
centimetres wide. This was draughting in small 
gusts.  Widening the rift took two more sessions 
and then on August 4th 2015 Nigel and Kate 
squeezed through the bottom of the rift to find 
our first chamber. We at last had a cave. It 
became apparent then that the placement of the 
pipes had been perfect. Any closer to the hut and 
we would have missed it. Our luck would hold 
several more times by selecting exactly the right 
place to dig and finding a chamber every time 
stacking space ran out. We finished the summer 
session feeling a lot more confident after the 
initial cost of some £1.500. 
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Croesor-Rhosydd through Trip 
James Collings and Jenna Overstolz 

Saturday 29th September, 2018 
 
I had been looking forward to this trip with 
excited anticipation and absolute dread in equal 
measure, and the morning of the trip I was very 
nervous.  We had a lovely walk up to the entrance 
with Michi and the kids and Eleanor, and went in 
the entrance together to show them a flooded 
chamber and give them an idea of the scale of the 
place.  We walked them out to see daylight and 
then turned around to begin our trip.  After seeing 
that first chamber with the family I felt more 
nervous than ever, and as James and I climbed up 
into the higher levels of the mine I felt sick with 
nerves.  I think partly as I realised that the trip 
reports I had read detailing the instability were 
clearly not exaggerated, and also the light being 
sucked up by the slate made it feel pretty 
claustrophobic and unwelcoming.  It didn't feel 
natural, like it was supposed to be there.  As long 
as I could get through to the point where one of 
us started the abseil into the first chamber, that 
for me was the point of no return - I wasn't going 
to prussick up a rope in that chamber because I 
chickened out, and could certainly not ask anyone 
else to.  James was also obviously nervous, and I 
soon saw that this was no false psychological fear 
- there was very good reason.  James went first 
and quietly whispered when the rope was free, 
which eerily resonated around the gigantic 
space.  When we were both down we walked 
together across the chamber to the other side, 
over and around huge slabs of rock that used to 
be the ceiling.  The scale of the chamber was 
enormous, with blocks the size of cars and greater 
covering the floor.  It felt too big, and every scrape 
of descender on rock, clink of slab see-sawing, 
echoed around the space and made me hold my 
breath, praying that it wasn't enough to bring the 
rest of the ceiling crashing down onto us.   I think 
this must be the first place I've ever been in that 
had incredible acoustics and I wasn't compelled to 
burst into song!  Then came another abseil and 
another nervous walk across a huge chamber, not 
talking, and trying to be as quiet as possible.  Once 
we got across that second chamber we were back 
at water level, and reached a zip wire rope.  I 
clipped on with two long cows tails, but as I put 
my weight on the rope it sagged more than I had 
anticipated and I realised I would quickly end up 
in the water, so I shuffled back and with James's 
help clipped my short CT as well.  I just stayed out 

of the water.  I reached about three quarters of 
the way across and then pulled myself along to 
the other side.  A bit of mincing around and I 
managed to unclip my short CT, James pulled the 
pulley back to him and he came across to join 
me.  Now we were out of the enormous chambers 
and across into something that at least felt more 
safe, we both relaxed.  James picked up a rock and 
dropped it into the water.  We both watched as it 
gently sank out of sight, not reaching the 
bottom!  I was covered in nervous sweat so I 
removed my thermal top, sat against the wall and 
calmed down with a drink.  James also visibly 
relaxed at this point, and it was from here that I 
started to really enjoy the trip. It was time for the 
bridges.  Perhaps I had too much faith in the 
strength of the bolts set into the laminated slate, 
but there were lots of them and they looked 
sound so I tried not to think about them.  The 
rope looked okay, and over that sapphire blue and 
perfectly clear water, as deep as the chambers 
were high, we went.   Walking over the bridges 
was pretty cool.   The first was a ladder low down 
across the water and the second a hanging bridge, 
a few meters above the water.  Next came a 
traverse around the wall of a chamber, as the 
bridge in that chamber had collapsed.  There were 
ropes and a wire to clip into.  It was a bit tricky 
getting around as the ropes and wire pinned the 
krabs against the wall, so I had to wriggle and pull 
them as I hung on them and shuffled gingerly 
along.  The final bridge was a hanging bridge that 
had mostly rotted away.  A ladder only just 
spanned from the edge to where there was still 
wood hanging in the middle of the chamber, and 
it wobbled disconcertingly.  Stepping off the 
ladder onto the rotting wood brought no 
comfort.  The wood felt concerningly frail 
underfoot as I carefully made my way across. 
Now came the best bit of the trip - an abseil down 
a short pitch, and off the end of the rope into a 
proper Canadian canoe!  It was some pretty 
dedicated cavers who manhandled that thing so 
deep into the mine!  Abseiling off the end of a 
rope just doesn't feel right somehow!  James went 
first, so he had to abseil down, tie off, pull the 
canoe back from the other side of the chamber, 
and then drop into the boat.  Once I was in too, 
James pulled the cord to get us to the other side 
of the chamber.  Travelling in the canoe was 
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fabulous - the water was amazing.   The colour, 
the clarity, the perfect stillness.  Despite this being 
such an unnatural place, this slow floating journey 
really did feel peaceful and natural.  Once we 
reached the other side, a short prussick up 
brought us out of the obstacles and through into 
Rhosydd.  I was a bit disappointed we'd done 
them all.  They were closer together than I had 
anticipated, and I had enjoyed them immensely.   
The map of Rhosydd made no sense to me when I 
had studied it before the trip, but being in the 
mine it made perfect sense.  The chambers in 
Rhosydd are a smaller scale than Croesor, and 
mined parallel to bedding - although perhaps 
these have just undergone less collapse than 
those of Croesor.  They are above water level, and 
most of it was walking.  There were some really 
interesting old bits of rusty metal that were still in 
the mine, a glimpse into its creation.  We went 
around and about a bit, as there had been some 
collapse since James had last done the trip and 
the route wasn't obvious.  We had to go down a 
pretty dodgy scree slope, along at a lower level, 

and then we saw the light!  We climbed up 
another very dodgy scree slope of collapsed slate, 
which was not fun as the slate tinkered down 
towards me, loosened by James' passage 
above.  But there was nowhere for me to go or 
hide and so I shuffled up a little back from him, 
trying to be as gentle as possible and hoping I was 
not about to be buried.  Eek. We were up into the 
Twll and almost through!  A break and a snack, 
and we made our way out, walking across the final 
chambers and into adit 9.  Seeing the light at the 
end of the tunnel that was our exit was pretty 
exhilarating, and after what felt like an eternal 
walk we came out of the mine to see the start of a 
beautiful sunset over the Snowdonian 
landscape.  It was an incredible trip.  Something 
entirely different to anything I've done before.  It 
scared me more than I thought it would, and 
awed me with the sheer scale.  Would I 
recommend it?  Absolutely!  Would I do it again? 
….mmm.  Ask me in a couple of weeks, after I've 
burned off all this adrenaline and had time to 
block a few sights out of my memory! Jenna 

Saturday 11 August 2018  Wookey Hole. - Noel Cleave 

Paula Sewell, Jeremy Rawlings, Dave Walker, Noel Cleave, Carmen Smith, Duncan Simey,  Steve Sharp

This was a “Second Saturday” trip with a 
difference. A lucky group of  Wessex members 
were taken on the “Wild Wookey” adventure as a 
courtesy by Chris Binding. Chris led us and treated 
us as competent visitors, not as Wessex cavers, so 
that we could savour and appreciate what this  
Wild Wookey caper is all about. And it was a 
stunning and eye-opening experience. I don’t 
think that any of us had any idea of just what fun 
and how rewarding the experience would be, let 
alone the design and installation skills that have 
gone into creating it. The bare technical bones 
were described in Journal 343, but even that 
article and the accompanying photographs do not 
prepare you for the reality of  what has been 
achieved. Logically we started as Chris would brief 
and equip a group of weegies of different ages, 
sexes and abilities. There is a formal classroom 
briefing, a demonstration and practice with the 
equipment involved, and questions and answers. 
Although we had our own helmets and most of us 
our own harnesses, Chris stressed that the issued 
Cows Tails would be much better than our own, 
even if we had Via Ferrata equipment, so we all 
used them - and he was absolutely  right. They 
were ‘tuned’ perfectly, as it were, to this trip. 
Chris insisted that on abseils we were safety 

roped as non-caving visitors would be. This was no 
bother and it was interesting to see the 
procedures. As it happened, Paula had never done 
an SRT descent before. The “Obstacles” were 
varied and challenging enough to make one 
careful, with a Grande Finale descent on a new 
and fastish rope. Chris put some icing on the cake 
with a visit to Wookey Chamber 20 (just the show 
cave part) and then an exit by his newly dug-out 
connection to the open air (1 year of caving 
digging and rock shifting achieved in one month!) 
and its associated Zip-Wire climax (for the purists, 
it's not actually a zip wire but instead is a tandem 
tensioned Tyrolean deviating a leader controlled 
abseil: there you go, a mouthful!) The rigging and 
design work with Wild Wookey is awe inspiring. 
Conglomerate and resin anchors don’t mix, so the 
bolts are all expansion - long and massive. Up 
aloft are serious safety nets, to stop any Swords of 
Damocles inconveniencing hapless visitors. It’s 
hard to overstress just how completely we 
enjoyed our experience, none of us felt for a 
moment that we were being patronised or treated 
as novices, and it was impossible to be cynical 
about it. There was a lot of whooping and yelling. 
This was about as much fun as you can have in a 
cave with your clothes on!  Noel 
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Wookey Hole Part 2 
It's clever. It's challenging. It's iconic. And it's hugely memorable.” 

Michael Perryman, European Space Agency Scientist and Caver. 2017  
 

Photo Courtesy of Wild Wookey 
Earlier this year, the Wookey Hole Caves 
management announced its new `Wild Wookey' 
experience, an opportunity to `explore Wookey 
like never before', and as a `3 hour caving 
experience with professional instructors', 
featuring `abseiling, climbing, and crawling'. This is 
a journey like no other. Leaving daylight along a 
simple bolted traverse which gives an opportunity 
for the party to practice their self-protection 
techniques under the watchful eye of their lead 
instructor, the route navigates a low and 
entertaining crawl and walking passages before 
eventually emerging at the first stunning view 
point, a ledge 10 metres above Chamber 1. This 
provides a commanding view of this large cavern 
and with the River Axe forming a wide lake subtly 
illuminated far below. The abseil into Chamber 1, 
partly down the wall, is the first of a number of 
interesting technical challenges. My 
supervisor/instructor, Becca Burne, directed and 
checked my rigging, talked me through the 
process, and had a top safety line on me as I 
descended. Magic! The 1974 blasted Kilmersdon 

Tunnel leads (past maturing cheeses!) through 
Chambers 7 and 8 and into Chamber 9, where the 
next piece of technical manoeuvring awaits: a 
delicate circuit traverse around the walls a metre 
or more above the river, making use of ironwork 
stemples for the feet, and a carefully bolted and 
protected rope traverse line at shoulder level. For 
anyone on their first trip underground it's a fine 
location. My favourite bit came next. In one of the 
lateral rift-like recesses of Chamber 9, a via-
ferrata style ascent rises vertically for 25 metres. 
The foot bars are frequent, well placed, and rock 
solid, there is a back wall to rest against on the 
ascent as needed, and a guide rope provides the 
necessary self-protection. It's an airy ascent, and 
it's difficult to figure who had the most surprising 
vista - me looking down at a tour guide group 
being talked through Chamber 9 far below, or the 
tour group treated to the sight of precariously-
poised cavers high above. At the top of the climb, 
a slightly awkward slither leads to an amusing 
crawl, before popping out on a metal gantry 
perched the better part of 30 metres above the 
river level in Chamber 9. Becca explained that the 
free-hang descent is considered easier to 
negotiate than one partly against the wall. That 
may be, but the impressive drop into such a large 
chamber, illuminated by the show cave lights far 
below, and with an audience of hushed and 
suitably-awed tourists, was a new experience for 
me.  I left the cave, into bright sunshine, a little 
lost for words. It's an audacious circuit. It is 
certainly not a `tame experience' simply dressed-
up as adventure caving. I can also see it being 
tremendously popular with adventurous adults, 
groups of friends, sporty couples, even school or 
adventure groups, if the organiser has some 
reasonable confidence in the suitability of the 
individuals. It is not a trip for the timid, the 
seriously faint-hearted, or those petrified of 
heights. Other than that, even for a seasoned 
sports lover, it is also a superb insight into 
arguably one of Mendip's most important cave 
systems. I feel I had a privileged take on what 
could well become a nationwide adventure 
experience classic. Michael Perryman 
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Saturday, 1 December 2018   “Cantabria” Walk. Photo Nigel Graham 

 Rich Carey, Jude Vanderplank, Louise Hart, Noel Cleave, Monica Bollani, Mike Kushy & Wayne Starsmore.  

Following on from the SRT training day last 
month, this was the first of the walks for the 
participants in the2019 Cantabria summer camp. 
Wayne planned a 15 mile route and skilfully 
designed it with much more up than down. Lots 
and lots of UP bits. Not sure how he managed it.... 
we started and finished at Upper Pitts. The 
weather forecast was somewhere south of 
appalling and we duly set off in rain and wind. 
Rainproof parkas and over trousers were de 
rigeur, gaiters optional. Little of the walk was on 
tarmac, but although much of the underfoot going 
was muddy, only Dursdon Drove was really wet. 
On it we encountered a farmer’s 4WD creating 
some serious tsunami as it passed us: twice. 
Show-off!  Despite Noel’s whingeing, at Milton we 
turned left instead of taking the pretty route to 
Wookey. Our first target (after avoiding being shot 
by the Pheasant Shooters) was Wells for coffees 
and snacks at the Cornish Pasty Emporium. These 
were OK, nice actually, but surely they should be 
called by their correct Kernow names as “Tiddy 
Oggies” ? No matter, all too soon Wayne had us in 
marching order, inevitably uphill, past the Blue 

School on a convoluted route to Wookey Hole. 
Despite it being opening time, we left the pub 
unvisited to enjoy some more uphill en-route to 
Easton. From Wells onwards the weather 
relented, and at Easton there was a shedding of 
oversuits in the face of general overheating - and 
that was before we set off up the 1 in 4 horrors of 
Priddy Veal Lane. Noel was the only one with 
spare breath for whining and whingeing, and he 
used it somewhat excessively. Maybe tactical... to 
ensure that he’s not invited on the next walk? 
Eventually we summitted Mendip (like Everest) 
for the walk across the fields towards Priddy 
whence it is possible, if one is familiar with the 
local topography, to head towards Swildon’s Hole 
and thence to the welcoming shelter of Upper 
Pitts. 7 of us started and 7 finished so it can’t have 
been too bad. It also means that 47 or so of the 
“Cantabrians” have yet to prove their mettle, 
because we, the above named heroes, have set a 
phenomenally high standard. Our thanks to 
Wayne for this one, a super walk and an excellent 
start. Noel 
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Thailand Cave Rescue New Year’s Honours List 

We are sure all members would like to 
congratulate the Thai rescue divers honoured in 
the 2019 New Year's Honours List. John Volanthen 
and Ric Stanton are awarded the George Medal, 

Josh Bratchley, Connor Roe and Vernon Unsworth 
MBEs and Chris Jewell and Jason Mallinson the 
Queen’s Gallantry Medal. 

 

Congratulations to Duncan and Miri Simey 

Club members Duncan and Miri Simey are 
proud to announce their baby girl was 
born at RUH on 4th December.  

Naming the baby proved challenging as 
they wanted names that are easy-ish to 
pronounce and spell in both languages, 
and wanted a family connection. 

She has been named Alli Margaret Simey 
after Finnish and British Great-
Grandmothers. Finnish names are often 
taken from nature, and Alli is no exception 
being Finnish for the Long Tailed Duck.  

Alli is small but healthy and has been 
growing rapidly over the Christmas break. 
She has long arms and strong hands, and 
will probably burn easily in the sun as it 
looks like she has Duncan's complexion. 
Perfect caver material! 

I am sure you will all join me in wishing 
them and their new-born many years of 
good health, love, and happiness. 
Congratulations! As new parents may they 
be filled with much joy and happiness 
with the arrival of their new baby. Wishing 
the new family all the very best. 

 

Registration of Upper Pitts Land with the Land Registry  - Aubrey Newport. 

When the club bought the land for Upper Pitts 
from Ivor Gibbons in 1966 it was not compulsory 
to register the conveyance with the Land Registry. 
The land has therefore remained unregistered 
until recently. The club is not a statutory legal 
entity which can own land so title to the club 
property is held by four trustees on behalf of the 
club as detailed in section 6 of the club 
constitution. The original conveyance and trust 
deeds are held by the club’s solicitors (Wards) and 
they undertook the land registration on behalf of 
the trustees.  Each trustee had to be cleared 

against money laundering regulations in the same 
way as anyone opening a bank account. The 
registration has been completed and copies are 
available to anyone from the Land Registry on 
payment of the appropriate fee. I have prepared a 
file containing a copy of the registration details 
and latest plan as well as the Highways Authority 
plan for the adjacent part of Eastwater Lane. This 
file is to be stored in the library fire safe. The 
original deeds etc. are still held by Wards.  
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Rave in a Cave December 8 2018 - Noel Cleave 

22 Ravers raved: Tom Williams, Bryony Williams, Maurice Hewins, Noel Cleave, Damon Atkins, Andrea Carey, 
Sarah Payne, Bean, Jim Burridge, Aaron Varley, Jamie Varley, Atti Jager, Ildiko Groditzi, Pete Hellier, Bev Ford, 
Christopher Ford, Jake Tebbutt, Jess Eades, Martyn Grayson, Monica Bollani, Mike Kushy, and Wayne 
Starsmore. 

 

“Excellent trip to secret location. Glow-Sticks better than candles as they don’t go out. However they don’t 
give out any light! Laser light show and banging Techno Trance provided by MC Chemical Hammer (aka 
Kushy). Ali’s ginger beer all gone. Over 125 Glow-Sticks used to light the route....... and all retrieved. Wayne.” 

The Wessex has a fine tradition of some form of 
Christmas underground extravaganza, generally 
involving unusual caving attire and lighting, and 
the sub-surface consumption of Christmas 
comestibles, including mince pies and - as always - 
lashings of Ali’s home-brewed and outstandingly 
quaffable Ginger Beer (Secret recipe in Journal 
345 on Page 307). This year the event was a “Rave 
in a Cave”. The cave was Swildon’s. It has to be 
said that we have celebrated Christmas in 
Swildon’s before, normally with the Water 
Chamber decorated with a Christmas tree - or two 
- and lots of festive candles and tinsel 
decorations. This time the Water Chamber would 
have been all too literally watery. The stream was 
well up the entrance wall and inside it was......... 

sporting. Wayne and Kushy set up the rave in that 
dry appendix to the Long Dry Way. Not the 
flattest floor for raving, but somehow they 
managed two level tables (with fine white cloths, 
naturally) for refreshments and a stunning 
arrangement of moving lights, strobes, and rave 
“Music”. This involved, inter alia, a trip down the 
Long Dry with just the 8 tackle bags between 
them. Just before the actual rave, Kushy and 
Monica lit the way with Cyalume Glow Sticks. “Lit” 
may not be the ‘mot juste’. All the ravers were 
literally littered and lit (GROAN) with Glow Sticks 
which revealed that while pretty to look at, Glow 
Sticks give the square root of zero light for caving 
purposes. However, with all other lights out they 
were highly atmospheric and combined with 
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Kushy’s sound machine.....Man it was RAVING! 
There were no arrests for drugs; otherwise it 
seemed to tick all the boxes! The evening saw a 
“Chilli Con Carne” at Upper Pitts with all the usual 

guilty parties (Jonathan, Judy, Marion, Tommo 
and Co.) working in the kitchen to feed the 
survivors. Huge thanks to Wayne, Kushy and all 
the helpers for this start to the caving Christmas. 

 
A TRIP TO REMEMBER - Phil Hendy 

I started caving in 1966, and soon joined the 
Severn Valley Caving Club. With the Scouts and 
school friends, and club members, I explored the 
caves of Burrington and Eastwater Cavern, finding 
my way with the aid of descriptions copied from 
Barrington’s ‘Caves of Mendip (1964 edition – it 
was a bit sparse on detail!). 

By 1968 I had also experienced Swildon’s Hole, 
including the Short Round Trip which involved 
climbing the Forty Foot Pot on ladder.  In May 
that year, SVCC member Paul (Smelly) Allan 
offered to show me some of the more 
‘collectable’ parts of the cave. By then I had a wet 
suit and an ex-NCB NiFe cell, so was well 
prepared, I thought. 

There were only the two of us at the Severn Valley 
Cottage at Tor Hole that night.  The cottage was 
‘basic’, and deserves an article of its own.  I spent 
a restless night, during which I was attacked by 
the Ghost of Tor Hole, an entity which several club 
members swore existed, but was probably 
summoned in my case by a surfeit of cheap cider 
and anticipation of the trip which lay ahead.  

We started early that Saturday morning, to find a 
fair stream running into the cave entrance.  The 
pitches had already been rigged by other parties, 
so we made good progress.  Paul was a ‘Tiger’, 
and moved fast, knowing the cave well.  Even so, I 
suspected that he was putting on extra speed to 
impress me.  By the time I reached Fault Chamber 
Junction I was shattered, and had to rest.  I gained 
my second wind, and we arrived at the head of 
Blue Pencil Passage.  Here Paul announced that he 
would go on to start the siphon in the first of the 
Double Troubles. I was to go down Blue Pencil 
Passage, and meet him in Four.  He omitted to tell 
me to go feet first on the final section, so when I 
got there, I was able to look down the 4m drop to 
the streamway.  It was impossible to turn, so I 
gingerly edged myself out over the drop, holding 
tightly to the chain, hoping to be able to maintain 
my grip as I flopped over the edge.  It did not 
happen.  I swung round, let go, and ended 
stunned in the water. 

The cold water revived me, and I was compos 
mentis again when Paul joined me, and we set off 
again. First we went up to the downstream end of 
Sump III, then down the streamway.  This was 
new cave to me, and I marvelled at the sculpted 
rock in Tate Gallery.  The odour of cowsh told us 
we were nearing the aven of that name, which 
was a hole in the cave roof, with a brown slime 
running down the walls.  Soon we reached Sump 
IV.  There was a pile of diving weights here, and 
we threaded some onto our lamp belts.  Paul 
dived through first through a surface scum of 
cowsh, and after the standard tugs on the line to 
tell me he was through, I followed.  I had read up 
on this sump, and knew that it was only about 4m 
airspace to airspace.  I found the first part rather 
constricted, and stayed underwater to the end of 
the line, thereby diving rather more than I had to. 

We went down the streamway to Sump V, which 
by then was a canal with a couple of ducks.  We 
stopped at Sump VI, the limit of free-diving.  Our 
return to Blue Pencil Passage was uneventful, and 
we continued our Round Trip to Swildon’s Two.  
Here Paul announced that we might as well have a 
look at Black Hole Series.  I had been as far as the 
Black Hole before, but bottled out of crossing it.  
Could I show my cowardice in front of this Tiger 
caver?  

Caving up to the Black Hole was uneventful, apart 
from my usual struggle on the Ten Foot Overhang.  
At the drop, Paul climbed down into the chimney 
and stepped across, being life lined by me.  He 
then tied the rope off, and holding it, I took a 
large bold step, and landed on a sloping gravelly 
ledge.  With slipping feet, I made it up the slope, 
and Paul set off again.  He was moving like an 
express train, and I soon lost him. There were 
various junctions and side passages, some of 
which looked as though they would be the way 
on.  By looking for signs such as fresh footprints or 
muddied puddles, even sniffing the air in the 
slight hope of smelling smoking boot rubber, I 
continued up the passage, finding Paul, more by 
luck than judgement, taking his ease at the end of 
the passage, Second Boulder Choke at the end of 
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Fool’s Paradise. After a short rest we returned.  I 
krabbed my belt on to the rope to cross Black 
Hole, then we descended to Two, and dived out 
through Sump I and up the streamway.  This was 
before the Flood in July, so I had to climb the 
Forty in a torrent of water.  We regained the 

surface after six hours. After cleaning up as best 
we could at Tor Hole, we spent the evening 
recuperating in the Hunters’.  I recall that I sat 
staring at my first pint for some time before I had 
the energy to lift it. It was indeed a trip to 
remember. 

 
Tiger Tales:  Eastwater Cavern June 1st 2013 - Richard Carey 

With Andrea Carey, Matt Mears & Tom Harrison 
 

It was a beautiful summer day so we decided to 

meet at the Wessex Cave Club and visit Eastwater 

Cavern and complete 13 Pots. We sorted out kit 

and elected to pre rig Dolphin Pot and Pitch and 

abseil The Twin Verticals pulling the rope through 

after us. The pull through worked perfectly and 

we explored the Oxbow returning up 13 Pots. 

Ascent of Dolphin went without incident. 

 Since we had entered though the Boulder 

Chamber and because neither Matt nor Tom had 

visited the cave before I decided that for an extra 

bonus we would return via the Upper Traverse. 

Andrea didn’t fancy this idea and decided that she 

would exit via Boulder Chamber and Woggle Press 

meeting us at the entrance. At the top of The 

Canyon we climbed Baker’s Chimney Bypass and 

began the descent of Primrose Path and this is 

where it all went wrong for me. It had been a 

while since I last crossed the traverse and even 

longer from this direction. 

 I remembered it to be a bit snug at the beginning 

and found a snug looking passage that “appeared” 

to fit the bill. I entered it feet 1st and it was very 

tight. Believing this to be just “cave shrinkage” I 

continued to wriggle backwards. When it occurred 

to me that I may have made a mistake I found 

that I was unable to proceed in either direction. 

Tom came to my assistance and decided to see if 

he could see what was going on and came 

underneath me. This was the moment that I 

realized that I was not in the Upper Traverse at all. 

Despite his best efforts and with Matt pulling I 

was unable to move. I asked Tom to go and get 

help and despite the fact that this was his 1st visit 

to Eastwater managed to find the exit after only a 

little “exploration”. By this time Andrea had fallen 

asleep in the sunshine and wasn’t aware that we 

were becoming overdue. After waking her he told 

her that I was stuck and she set off to the Wessex 

to raise the alarm.  

Tom then returned via the Upper Traverse to 

keeps us both company. It occurred to me that 

maybe if I could get a push from my left foot some 

progress could be made. So with Tom jammed 

into the Traverse and with Matt providing a hand 

hold finally I manage to make some forward 

progress much to my relief.  

Meanwhile Andrea had been to the Wessex and 

found Alison Moody, John Cooper and NikNak, 

aka Simon Richards, who had completed their 

digging trip and were enjoying a well-earned cup 

of tea. She let them know what the situation was 

and recruited them to come and help. They 

arrived to help just as we had started making 

millimetric progress. The left footed push worked 

and I was soon out of the squeeze.  Then it was 

back to the Wessex for a well-deserved cup of tea. 

There were no injuries apart from a bit of bruising 

to my ribs and pride.  

I am very grateful to all involved and although this 

did not become a full blown rescue, the MCR 

were not called, it was a close call although it 

didn’t even get a mention in the Tiger Awards at 

the AGM dinner. 

. 
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